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INVESTIGATION ON A NOVEL MULTIPLE-SWITCH PULSED POWER
TECHNOLOGY

Z.Liu4, K.Yan, A.J.M. Pemen, E.J.M Van Heesch and G.J.J. Winands
Electrical Power Systems, Department ofElectrical engineering,

Eindhoven University of Technology, P. O.Box 513, 5600 MB Eindhoven, the Netherlands

Abstract II. PRINCIPLE OF THE MULTIPLE-
SWITCH CIRCUIT

This paper discusses a novel multiple-switch pulsed
power technology. By using transmission lines, multiple Figure 1 shows the schematic diagram of a multiple-
switches can be synchronized like in a MARX generator. switch circuit with two spark-gap switches S1 and S2 and a
To gain insight into this technology, an equivalent circuit two-stage transmission line transformer (TLT). The
model was developed, a two-switch experimental setup identical capacitors C1 and C2 are charged in parallel and
and a prototype pulsed power source with four gas spark- are connected to the transmission line via switches at the
gap switches have been constructed. The four-switch input side. At the output side, the transmission lines are
setup includes 16 coaxial cables, four in parallel in each connected in series, and the output impedance is 2ZO. ZO is
stage. This setup has been operated at a repetition rate of the impedance of the transmission line. Magnetic cores
50 pps with over 1.4 kA switching current. The principle, are placed around the transmission line to increase the
experimental setup and experiment results will be given in impedance Zs, which is defined as the wave impedance
this paper. between the two adjacent stages of the TLT as seen from

the input side.
I.INTRODUCTION

For large pulsed-power generation, multiple-switch Ci
based circuit topologies are often used to produce either a Magnetic cores
high voltage or a large current pulse or their combination. Stage 2|
When the multiple switches are used in series, e.g. the -------
Marx generator, large pulsed-power generation is realized
by producing a higher voltage pulse. On the other hand, TLT
when the multiple switches are used in parallel, for Figure 1. Schematic diagram of a multiple-switch circuit
instance in a capacitor bank, large pulsed-power with two spark gap switches and a TLT
generation is realized by producing a large current pulse.
Obviously, the most critical issue for utilization of Whenever one of the two switches is closed, the other
multiple switches is how to synchronize them. Generally, one will follow automatically. To figure out the
a specially designed synchronization trigger circuit is synchronization mechanism, the equivalent circuit
often needed. referred to the input side was developed for the ideal
A novel multiple-switch circuit topology for pulsed situation, where the length of the transmission lines is

power generation was proposed by K.Yan in 2003 [1]. By infinite, and the inductances induced by the connection
means of a transmission line, multiple switches can be leads can be neglected (Fig. 2).
synchronized like in a MARX generator. The new circuit
topology was first verified in a small model with three
spark gap switches [1]. The new topology is attractive to Si
be used to design a long-life large (100kW) pulsed power Ci1 C2
source for corona industrial applications, such as gas ++
cleaning [2]. To gain insight into the technology, an S2
equivalent circuit model was developed, and a two-switch 2 Z
experimental setup and a prototype pulsed power source Figure 2. Equivalent circuit referred to the input side
with four switches have been constructed, and some
measurements have been done. In this paper, both the Assume that the impedance Zs is much larger than Z0,
principle and the experimental results will be given. (which is practically realized by using magnetic cores

around the coaxial cables) and the switch S1 is the one
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that closes first, then a voltage drop occurs across Zs. This parallel) respectively; in circuit (d) the transmission lines
voltage drop is equal to [Zs/ (Zo+Zs)] xVO = V12 : VO, are used to drive independent loads. These four circuits in
where Vo is the charging voltage on the capacitors. At the figure 4 give identical output power. However, the output
same time, if the stray capacitance over the switch S2 is voltage for circuit (a), (b) and (c) respectively are four
much smaller than capacitor C2, the voltage across switch times, equal to and twice the switching voltage Vo. And
S2 rises to V0+V12 - 2VO, and this voltage will remain the corresponding output currents are equal to, four times
until S2 is closed. The capacitor C1 discharges only very and twice the switching current 10.
slowly before the switch S2 closes due to the large Zs.

After all the switches are closed, with reference to the + ++,
equivalent circuit in figure 2 one can obtain the following1
equations: 1

1 ~~~~~~~~2
1(t) (Z0 +Zt)-I2(t).Z i=V0- Jol(t) dt (1)

1 3

I2(t) (ZO+Zs)-II(t) Zs =VO- C *Jl2(t).dt (2) ±

o 4(;) (+ () (b) *+
Where 11(t) and 12(t) are the currents flowing in switch SI - - -
and S2 respectively, e.g. the currents in stage 1 and 2, and (a) (b) (c) (d)
Co is the value of the identical capacitors C1 and C2. Figure 4. Schematic diagram at output side of
Solving these two equations, one can obtain the solutions

a f' ~~~~~~~~~~afour-switch pulsed power system
of 11(t) and 12(t) as follows:

I,(t) = I2(t) = VO exp -' (3) Furthermore, as additional options, the capacitors can
Z0 Z0 - CO be replaced by transmission lines, and the spark gap

From equation (3), it can be seen that the currents are switches can be replaced by solid -state switches.
the same in each stage of the TLT, and then the voltage
drop across Zs is zero and the transmission lines at the III.TWO-SWITCH EXPERIMENTAL
input side are put in parallel equivalently. This equivalent SETUP AND EXPERIMENT RESULTS
circuit model is not exactly accurate in practice due to the
finite length of the TLT, but it's good enough to Figure 5 shows the schematic diagram of the main
understand the principle of the new multiple-switch circuit of the experimental setup. It consists of a resonant
pulsed power circuit. charging circuit and a two-switch pulsed power circuit.

C3 S3Repetitive Charging Circuit Two-switch Circuit

Ri&Ci Li L R6&C6 L, L, antcStage 2
-*j- ~~~~~~~~~~~~S2

Th TRR~RCLl L2 < ] *5LC2

cS22 C4 = , 1tagI
C~~~~~~~~~ ~~~~SI Stg

C2 S~~~~ ~~~~~4 1kR4 TLT

SI C1 Figure 5. Schematic diagram of main circuit of

Figure 3. Schematic diagram at the input side of experimental setup with two switches
a four-switch pulsed power system The resonant charging circuit was developed earlier by

our group [3]. It finishes one charging period throughThe multiple-switch circuit topology can be used to
generate a large-power pulse either at a high voltage or at closing thyristors Thl, Th2 and Th consecutively. The
a large current or at their combination. Figure 3 shows the output voltage ranges from 20kV to 40kV with a

schematic diagrams at the input side of a four-switch repetition rate up to 1 klz.The two-switch circuit consists of four 100 ~iH air-core
system. It consists of four spark gap switches (SI, S2, S3

Th tw-wic cici'ossso ou 0 larcr

system. It cositr,S2, inductors L4-7, two 1.3 nF Murata high-voltage capacitors,and S4) and four identical capacitors (C1, C2, C3 and C4) two as spark-gap switches a 2-stag TLT and a 25Q
and a four-stage TLT. Figure 4 shows the options for tw ga spr-a swths' -tgeTTada2~
schematic diagram at the output side of the system. In hihvotg dicrsso.A ohetosice,oei

a self-breakdown spark gap switch, and the other one is acircuit (a), (b) and (c) the translmission lines are connected ..'
in series and in parallel and in combination (series and tigrdsakgpsic 4.TeTTi aefo .meter long coaxial cable RG217 and at the output side the
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TLT is connected in parallel and matched by a 25Q
450resistor load. The magnetic cores (MP4510) are placed

around the cables to increase the impedance Zs. The 400 90%0
length covered by the magnetic cores on each cable is 1 350 -current in stage
meter. 300 - current in stage 2
On this two-switch experimental setup, both voltages 250

on the high-voltage capacitors and the current in each 200
stage are measured. For the voltage measurements, the 150
Northstar high voltage probe PVM- 1 was used (ratio 100 X
1000:1, band width 80 MHz). With regard to the current 50
measurement a fast Pearson current probe was used 0 25ns 130ns

(model 6600 sensitivity 0.1V/A and usable risetime is 3.5 -50
ns). -50 0 50 100 150 200 250 300 350 400

Figure 6 gives the typical waveform of the voltage on Time [ns]

the positive ends of capacitors C1 and C2. The capacitors Figure 7. Typical waveforms of currents in stage 1 and
C1 and C2 are charged to 23 kV. The trigged spark gap SIre1
is closed firstly, then the voltage on the positive end Of C2
rises up to nearly 44 kV, which forces the self breakdown
spark gap switch S2 to close. 450

400

50 3350
300

250
40 Current in satge 1

_,VoftagL on 02 200

C.) 150

Figure~~~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~~ ~Fgr 8. Typical waveforms of currentslin stag 1oitvandEOWRSO R

ends of capacitors C1 and C2
Figure 9 and 10 show the schematic diagram and a

Figures 7 and 8 show the typical waveforms of the photograph of the four-switch pulsed power system. In
currents in both stages of the TLT. In the case shown in this system, the charging circuit is same as that used in the
figure 7, the capacitors C1 and C2 are identical, and have a two-switch system. The four-switch pulsed power circuit
value of 1.3 nF. The current in both stages of the TLT are comprises of 8 inductors L411, 4 high-voltage capacitors
almost same, which means that the currents in both stages C14, 4 gas spark-gap switches and a 4-stage transmission
are indeed synchronized. The risetime of the current pulse line transformer.
is about 25 ns. And the fall time of pulse, e.g. the time The eight 100 aH air-core inductors are used to charge
required for current to drop from 90% peak value to 10% the high capacitors and also serve as high impedance
peak value, is aboutl3ons, which is approximately equal during the synchronization of the switches. The
to 2 z~(z is defined as time constant and equal to ZCCO.). It capacitors are Murata capacitors with 40 kV DC rating.
can be seen that the equation (3) obtained from the All four switches are gast spak-awitches put into
equivalent circuit model mentioned above is roughly one cavity. One of the four switches is triggered; the other
accurate. In the case shown in figure 8, the capacitors C1 t rredn sprkuga th netriggered
and C2 are 2.6 nF and 1.3 nF respectively. It can be seen spark gap, the distance of trigger gap is 2 mm, and the
that there is an oscillation at the end of the pulse due to main gap is 10 mm. As for the self-breakdown spark gaps,
the finite length of the TLT. This shows that selecting the distance of gap is 10 mm.
identical capacitors is necessary to achieve a pulse shape Each stage of the transmission line transformer is made
without oscillations. from four parallel 1.5m long coaxial cables (RG 217), and

at the output side, the four parallel coaxial cables are
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connected to a 12.5 Q resistor load. Magnetic cores are system is to obtain 2 kA switching current in each switch
placed around each cable to increase the impedance Zs, with about 20ns rise time at 1 kHz.
and the length of the cores is about half meter.

0ooL
4@H = s 1400

*V-n S3 S41 W =_ _1_2.5Q1200
0~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~0

C4S2l, 2 \ 12.5Q 2600
107~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~0

Si 1 12.5Q10X|0o | 1 L5 S - 0

-FL4 200

L _F
__

I -100 _50 0 50 100 150 200 250 300 350 400

Figure 9. Schematic diagram of the four switch pulsed Tine [ns]
power system Figure 11. Typical switching current waveform

V. SUMMARY

The equivalent circuit model for analyzing the novel
multiple-switch pulsed power circuit was developed. An
experimental setup with two spark-gap switches and a
prototype of a four-switch pulsed-power source have been
constructed, and experimental results are given. The
equivalent circuit model is roughly accurate. The currents
in each stage indeed can be synchronized by the
transmission lines, and this multiple-switch circuit can be
used to drive independent loads. To obtain a good pulse
shape, selecting identical capacitors is necessary. For
generating fast and large pulsed power by multiple
switches, much attention must be paid to making the
complicated high-voltage mechanical structure very
compact.
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